In a highly and rapidly urbanized world, the effect of the action of urban development is determinant for the physical, social, and economic conditions of its citizens, among which is inequality. It is even more crucial for developing regions such as Latin America on which this research is conducted. Therefore, the focus of the investigation was to determine the existence of significant statistical relationships between urban development and economic inequality in the region. For this purpose, it was sought to define urban development from the perspective of the praxis of multilateral organizations measured by indicators of extensive use among them. A hierarchical multiple linear regression model was built with six urban development variables predictors of the Gini coefficient as an indicator of economic inequality, in which data of 49 Latin American cities was used. The application of the method allowed us to discover a stochastic behavior of interaction between those multidimensional systems and confirmed the statistical relation. The research allows having a tool for the formulation of public policies that seek to strengthen local governance, promote community organization and participation, and assert urban planning as an agent for concerted efforts to achieve common goals.
Introduction
In the Global South, and particularly in Latin America and the Caribbean, international organizations such as the Interamerican Development Bank (IADB), the Development Bank (CAF), and the World Bank have undertaken massive urban development endeavors. Given the mandate of these organizations, development efforts are usually measured in terms of economic progress and infrastructure but the true impact on the conditions of life of citizens is difficult to account for. Nevertheless, there are key differences between theory and practice; therefore, it is important to establish what the multilateral agencies are seeking when they engage themselves in urban projects in the region, for what a comprehensive analysis of the targets and indicators with which they measure the outcome of projects is key.
The first approximation of international efforts to approach development was based on the theory of economic development. In the context of this work, economy refers to the "( . . . ) study of the use that individuals and societies choose to make scarce resources received from nature and from past generations" [1] (p. 2).
The main concern of economic growth is the scarcity of resources in opposition with the incessant growth of needs generating a progressive increase in the value of goods and services produced in a given territory [2] . On the other hand, economic development includes, in addition to increasing income or production, changes in the social and economic structure, particularly those that allowed for
Urban and Economic Dimensions
One of the main tasks for finding relations between urban development and economic inequality was the selection of indicators that could be calculated and compared, with the idea of finding a way to measure urban practice. Since the city is a complex system, its development cannot be measured with a single element. Inequality, on the other hand, has a different problem since several methodologies and indicators exist, but there is a debate on which is most applicable to a city.
Dimensions of Urban Development
In order to assess urban development, this investigation reviewed the indicators used by the main actors of Latin American projects, namely the IADB, CAF, UNDP, and UN-Habitat. The Emerging Sustainable Cities (ECS) initiative of the IADB [10] and the UN reports on the state of cities [11, 12] served as a framework for what is understood by practitioners as a model for cities. Out of these sources, five dimensions were defined to characterize urban development.
Demography and Size of the City
Size is one of the most common elements to categorize cities; most official organs separate urban and rural in terms of it. When analyzing the different datasets, the size of a city is mainly measured by three indicators: the amount of population that lives in it, whether it includes a metropolitan conurbation area or not, and a relation of both elements, known as density, which gives an idea of how the people are organized in the space. All three indicators were preselected as part of the demography dimension.
Housing and Services
The next dimension is housing, understanding that the main reason behind the act of building is to provide shelter but it is not the only concern when developing an urban area. Even the Universal Declaration of Human Rights ensures the right to a dignified living place and the UN Office of the High Commissioner on Human Rights defines the minimum conditions for a living place, which include proprietorship, availability of services, materials, infrastructure, accessibility, location, and cultural adequacy [13] .
In order to measure the status of housing, both quantitative and qualitative deficits were included. IADB [14] considers a quantitative housing deficit when more than one household shares the same roof and food preparation facilities, quantifying it throughout the region. When the deficit is qualitative or functional, they are called precarious or informal settlements (in Latin America they are known as barrios, favelas, or slums depending on the country). Officially, they are settlements that lack one or more of the following elements: durable structure that protects against extreme weather conditions, sufficient defined space as at least one room for every three people, easy access to drinking water in sufficient quantities and at affordable prices, access to adequate sanitary infrastructure, and security of tenure that prevents forced evictions [15] .
Slums may appear in the peripheries as a result of the forced integration of new migrants into the city or in central areas, products of changes in the intensity of use, or deterioration of historical sectors and vulnerable areas [16] . It is important to include such an indicator because it is estimated that about 30% of the world's population lives in these types of settlements [11] and because of the fact it is the first way of expansion of the city. Nowadays, slums are a big focus of most Latin American cities urban public policy agenda.
Public and Green Areas
Space not devoted to buildings is the organizing element of the urban tissue. Public space is defined as "places of common use with no restrictions or control elements apart from those of the civic coexistence" [17] . It is a very important element according to the reviewed sets of indicators.
Green spaces may or may not be considered part of them, but the used indicators divide both types. This dimension is included in the investigation because they put an order in the city and serve as an opportunity for exchange and engagement of citizens, even providing identity to the cities.
Transportation and Mobility
Transportation, both private and public, is a defining element of the capacity of a city and another organizing element. A well planned, functioning transport system is key for sustainable development. CAF is particularly focused on this in most of their projects, specifically in two areas: transport infrastructure which includes streets, sidewalks, equipment, and the vehicle fleet; and accessibility in terms of location and related activities. Under this concept, transportation comprises motorized mobility, cycling, and walking.
Planning
The last studied dimension was the actual activity of planning. Both local and national governments are expected to organize and coordinate development efforts with the participation of public, private, and community stakeholders. The main product of that process is an Urban Plan, which becomes enforceable with an instrument of binding law, whether it is a construction code or zoning legislation within a municipal ordinance. Nevertheless, the planning process does not stop there, and the application of the plan should be evaluated and updated. Therefore, they are two main elements when analyzing the status of planning of a city: if a plan exists and has been timely adjusted (less than ten years), and if such plan is enforced and fulfilled.
Indicators of Economic Inequality
Inequality is "a socioeconomic situation in which a community, social group or collective has unfavorable conditions in comparison with the rest of the environment they belong to" [18] . There are several types of inequality, including social, economic, gender-based, or racial; nevertheless, this investigation focuses on economic inequality, particularly under the capabilities approach of Amartya Sen [19] .
There is also a huge debate on objective measurements of economic inequality; most indicators choose a compound method of calculation including different statistical measurements. In order to select a sole indicator for this investigation, it had to follow a set of criteria [20] including independence of scale, variation with transfers from rich to poor households, additive decomposition and a proper rank to include it in a regression. An added criterion was that it had to be measured in cities, and not only nationwide. Several indicators were compared, such as the Atkinson Index, Dalton Index, and Theil index; nevertheless, for international organizations, the most widely used indicator serving as a source for urban data is the Gini Coefficient.
Gini Coefficient
This indicator measures the distribution of income in households by comparing an actual, census-measured reality in a Lorenz Curve with a situation of complete equality [21] . The calculation method used was the World Bank's [22] . In order to complement the understanding of the inequality situation in each city, it was useful to compare it with the national context; for that, measures of Human Development Index [23] , Gross Domestic Product, and population under the National Poverty Line as determined by the census were used to assess countrywide conditions and provide another level for the model.
Materials and Methods
This study examines the problem area by first studying variables that can characterize urban development in accordance with international organizations indicators and an indicator of economic inequality in Latin American cities that can be comparable. With that, it establishes the following research questions: is there a statistically significant relationship between them? And, if so, what are possible explanations for that relation? Answers for these questions were sought following the critical multiplism methodological approach, which "consider[s] the simultaneous and complementary use of multiple theories" [24] (p. 53). Seeking probabilistic causality, given the complexity and dynamism of the city as an eminently social system, a deterministic approach would be a mistake.
For the design of the investigation, "Cook's Decalogue" [25] was followed. It suggests the following steps to ensure a critical multiplism approach in social sciences studies: to establish multiple operational definitions, the use of multiple evaluation methods, to establish programs based on multiple interconnected studies, to perform synthesis from multiple independent studies, to build multivariate causal models, to ask questions about value issues, and to use multiple theoretical approaches as well as performing multiple data analyses and establish objectives that allow a heterogeneous analysis of the results. According to Dunn [26] , critical multiplism allows more reliable results for the design and evaluation of public policies.
In order to find relations between the chosen variables, the most appropriate method was to build a multiple linear regression (MLR). Economic inequality was set as the dependent variable and the different urban development descriptors as independent variables. For the multiple linear regression results and the resulting relations to be valid, a series of assumptions must be proven [27] [28] [29] [30] ; those are:
•
The dependent variable is continuous and approximately normal, as proven using the Shapiro-Wilks test given that the sample is under 50 elements [31] .
Relations between independent and dependent variables are linear, as proven by observing the pattern shown by scatter plots. • Atypical data was checked by measuring the Mahalanobis distance of data points apart at least three times the interquartile range from the mean.
There is an absence of multicollinearity, as shown by calculating the Pearson correlation coefficient over 0.70 and significance over 0.300 and checking that variance inflation factors are under 3.000 [28] .
Residuals are independent, which is tested with a Durbin-Watson statistic between 1.5 and 2.5 [32] .
Residuals are normal, shown by applying the Shapiro-Wilks test.
Residuals are homoscedastic, observing the scatter plot of residues and expected values.
Even when the mathematical and statistical expression of a phenomenon seems clear and straightforward, for empirical cases using real field data, there has to be an iterative operation in order to ensure that the model obtained is adjusted to the initial objectives. Several trial models had to be built with the available variables. With the idea of a more rigorous process, this investigation used the hierarchical regression technique, which is a more complete model that introduces variables to the regression in different hierarchical levels [33] . In this specific case, there were two levels of evaluation: National, for indicators measured in the whole country; and Local, for those measured in cities in which the dependent variable was put. Variables in both levels were grouped in blocks, according to their dimension and whether they are urban or economic. This technique ensures that difference of means and variance does not affect the adjustment of the regression, ending up with a more homogenous result.
The authors carried out the organization of data, calculations, and elaboration of tables and graphics using the software IBM Statistical Package for Social Science SPSS©.
Design of the Investigation
Since this is pre-eminently an urban study, the fundamental unit of analysis was the city. Criteria for the selection of cities was first the definition of Latin America, which for this dataset also includes the Caribbean with a heterogeneous sample of cities in terms of size and growth. The amount of the selected cities depended on data availability and on ensuring statistical significance, given the fact that the final number of elements would define the number of variables that could be included in the regression. Finally, 49 Latin American cities from 21 different countries were selected as shown in Figure 1 . A full list of the cities is available in Supplementary Spreadsheet S1. The variables and their operational definitions follow from the urban dimensions previously identified as well as the selected economic inequality indicator, both of which are detailed in Table 1 . To facilitate reporting, from this point onwards the variables will be referred to by code. 
Sources of Data
Data of the 49 cities was obtained for the years 2010 to 2013, the main source was the Urban Dashboard from the IADB which gathers 150 indicators for the participant cities of the ESC initiative [14] . It was complemented by the information available by the World Council on City Data project [34] which is constantly updated by the local governments and the 2014 revision of the UN World Urbanization Prospect [12] .
Before adding any data to the investigation, it was checked that calculations of indexes and densities were made using the same formulas, units were converted to follow the SI in case they were not already following it, and USD was always used as currency. Those considerations helped to The variables and their operational definitions follow from the urban dimensions previously identified as well as the selected economic inequality indicator, both of which are detailed in Table 1 . To facilitate reporting, from this point onwards the variables will be referred to by code. 
Before adding any data to the investigation, it was checked that calculations of indexes and densities were made using the same formulas, units were converted to follow the SI in case they were not already following it, and USD was always used as currency. Those considerations helped to ensure homogenously-collected data, and therefore, to set up a valid cross-comparison.
Limitations
Due to the lack of uniform measurements and the outdated statistical information in developing countries, especially at the city scale, most of the indicators had to be taken from the same sources (mainly IADB) which constricted the amount of cities that were able to be included in the research, and in turn, also the amount of variables in the model.
Another main limitation was the fact that despite having some reports and publications from the CAF regarding transport data in Latin America, no comprehensive indicator could be found in a sufficient number of cities to have it included in the regression; therefore, this dimension had to be excluded from the MLR.
Transformations and Adjustments
Once the data was obtained and organized as it can be seen in Supplementary Spreadsheet S1, the first step of the process was to ensure the fulfilment of the MLR assumptions. Two situations broke the assumptions: nonlinear relations between the variables POB, SUP, VER, and PUB; and a qualitative nominal variable with more than two cases: PLA.
Before considering variables as fit for the MLR, a correlation analysis was carried out to ensure that variables were not redundant and to have an initial understanding of the statistical relationship between each variable and GIN providing insight as to which variables could be eventually introduced in the final model. Using the Pearson Coefficient and the bilateral significance as shown in the Supplementary Table S2 , it was determined that there is a significant correlation between variables IDH, PIB, and LPO; between LOGPOB and LOGSUP; and finally, between LOGVER and LOGPUB. Since the correlation appears in variables of the same block, in order to avoid breaking the multicollinearity assumption, only one variable of each block should be introduced in the MLR. The PLA variable could not be analyzed with the same tool because it is a nominal variable; instead, the investigation compared its grouped means for each category with GIN and a one-way ANOVA, as shown in Supplementary  Table S2 , discovering a significant (p-value < 0.05) relation between both variables.
To adjust the nonlinear variables, a transformation had to be made. In order to determine the best one, variables were subject to squaring, logarithm, and square root transformations. Since all presented a similar positive asymmetry and in order to avoid overfitting [35] , only one transformation was selected for them. The chosen transformation was logarithmic because it provided the most adjusted curve to the normal distribution and corrected the nonlinearity with the dependent variable as shown in the example of Figure 2 . The new, transformed variables are identified as LOGPOB, LOGSUP, LOGVER, and LOGPUB.
The case of the planning variable (PLA) was easily corrected with the creation of two dummy variables (PLA_D1 and PLA_D2) any possible case of the original variable is represented by a combination of the two dummies. Table 2 shows the configuration of the dummies. Table 2 . Dummies for the planning variable (PLA).
PLA Category PLA_D1 Value PLA_D2 Value
Plan exists and it is enforced 1 0
Plan exists but it is not enforceable 0 1
Plan does not exist or is more than 10 years old 0 0 
Results
According to the described method, this investigation analyzed the set of 12 variables that are acceptable in the MLR; nevertheless, it does not mean that all of them can or should be introduced. In this section, that selection was carried out and test models were studied in order to choose the bestfitting model that showed the existence of statistically significant relations between the urban development variables and the economic inequality.
Selection of Variables
The proper adjustment of the statistical results of an MLR model is defined by its statistical power and significance, which determine the size sample and the maximum number of independent variables that can be introduced. For this investigation, which deals with open systems and social sciences, an acceptable significance of α = 0.10 [30] was defined to ensure at a 90% level of confidence that observations are not due to chance. Since the datasets comprise 49 units of analysis and in order to maintain the statistical power at least at 80% [36] , a maximum number of six independent variables may be entered in the model. 
Results
According to the described method, this investigation analyzed the set of 12 variables that are acceptable in the MLR; nevertheless, it does not mean that all of them can or should be introduced. In this section, that selection was carried out and test models were studied in order to choose the best-fitting model that showed the existence of statistically significant relations between the urban development variables and the economic inequality.
Selection of Variables
The proper adjustment of the statistical results of an MLR model is defined by its statistical power and significance, which determine the size sample and the maximum number of independent variables that can be introduced. For this investigation, which deals with open systems and social sciences, an acceptable significance of α = 0.10 [30] was defined to ensure at a 90% level of confidence that observations are not due to chance. Since the datasets comprise 49 units of analysis and in order to maintain the statistical power at least at 80% [36] , a maximum number of six independent variables may be entered in the model.
Following these considerations, the process of selecting a smaller set of variables out of the initial 12 was executed using the criteria of Prager [37] and ensuring that the selected variables do not belong to the same block. First, a preliminary nonhierarchical model was calculated in SPSS© with all variables to obtain the p-values that are shown in Table 3 . Using these values, three strategies were followed to select the best fitting variables for a model: First, the six variables with a smaller p-value disregarding the blocks. Second the variable with the smaller p-value in each block but both dummies; and third, only variables with a p-value < 0.10. These combinations of variables allowed for three test models to be built and compared.
Regression Model
The final MLR model of this investigation will be the one that shows a better adjustment under the established parameters of power and significance; to decide this, the test models were compared using the Prediction Criterion (C p ) of Mallow and the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) of Schwarz [38] Test Model 1 was made with the combination of PLA_D1, LOGPUB, PLA_D2, BAR, VIV, and PIB; variables with the lower p-values. A stepwise regression produced the results shown in Table 4 . The second test model included one variable per block; specifically, the one with a lower p-value and both dummy variables to complete the maximum of six, which were: PIB, LOGSUP, BAR, LOGPUB, PLA_D1, and PLA_D2. The regression results are shown in Table 5 . Finally, the third test model included only the variables with p-value < 0.10, even when it does not use the maximum number of variables. The used variables were PLA_D1, LOGPUB, PLA_D2, BAR, and VIV. This model produced the results shown in Table 6 . Comparing each criterion by the Mallows C p , the three models are fitting, since it equals the number of variables plus a constant. By the Schwarz BIC, the model with the lowest observation is most convenient, in this case, Test Model 2 with −259.685. Finally, as a sign of adjustment, the adjusted R 2 was compared, out of which Test Model 2 was again the better suited with 0.503.
Therefore, a two-step MLR Model was calculated to inquire if significant relations exist between economic inequality, characterized by the Gini coefficient (GIN), and the effect of urban development praxis based on variables PIB, for the national context; LOGSUP for size of the city; LOGPUB for public spaces; and PLA_D1 and PLA_D2 to show the planning status. A significant regression equation was found F(6, 41) = 8.805, p < 0.000); R 2 = 0.499
The predicted Gini coefficient of the city (GIN) is given by
The significance and effect of independent variables on GIN are shown in Table 7 . The remaining assumptions were nonmulticollinearity as well as independence, normality, and homoscedasticity of residuals. For multicollinearity, VIF and tolerance were obtained for each variable; all complied with >3.00 and <0.300, respectively [28] , validating the assumption. Then, a Durbin-Watson value of 1.957 confirmed the independence of the residuals. To prove normality, a Shapiro-Wilks test was used and the result of 0.953 with 0.05 significance confirms it. Finally, homoscedasticity was also confirmed by the graphic shown in Figure 3 . The remaining assumptions were nonmulticollinearity as well as independence, normality, and homoscedasticity of residuals. For multicollinearity, VIF and tolerance were obtained for each variable; all complied with >3.00 and <0.300, respectively [28] , validating the assumption. Then, a Durbin-Watson value of 1.957 confirmed the independence of the residuals. To prove normality, a Shapiro-Wilks test was used and the result of 0.953 with 0.05 significance confirms it. Finally, homoscedasticity was also confirmed by the graphic shown in Figure 3 . With all assumptions proved, the MLR confirms that 49.9% of the variation of the Gini coefficient of these 49 cities can be explained by its urban development conditions, with a significance of p < 0.000 and standard error of 0.05849, well within the confidence interval.
Discussion
The predictive equation takes Gini values that range from 0.35 in the case of CUM (Cumana, Venezuela) up to 0.65 in the case of BSB (Brasilia, Brazil). It has a mean of 0.48 with a 0.062 standard deviation, this mean value shows a lower inequality than the world average of 0.63 [39] but it is still high according to UN standards, a situation that poses a risk of social unrest. The behavior of the prediction against empirical values may be seen in the scatter plot of Figure 4 , which compares both sets with confidence intervals of the size of the mean.
Confirming the coefficient of determination, half of the cities present values well within the interval, if not on the prediction line. Certain cases stand out for having considerable differences with the prediction. In the lower extreme, we find CCS (Caracas, Venezuela) with a Gini measure lower than the one predicted by the equation, which can be explained by the political and economic instability of the country, which has proved to skew inequality measures in transitional countries With all assumptions proved, the MLR confirms that 49.9% of the variation of the Gini coefficient of these 49 cities can be explained by its urban development conditions, with a significance of p < 0.000 and standard error of 0.05849, well within the confidence interval.
Confirming the coefficient of determination, half of the cities present values well within the interval, if not on the prediction line. Certain cases stand out for having considerable differences with the prediction. In the lower extreme, we find CCS (Caracas, Venezuela) with a Gini measure lower than the one predicted by the equation, which can be explained by the political and economic instability of the country, which has proved to skew inequality measures in transitional countries [40] . In addition to that, Caracas is the objective of central public expense policies which produce an apparently better situation of the capital against the rest of the country [41] . Finally, government-led policies have deliberately tackled the Gini coefficient as an indicator and, in statistical terms, they have achieved their goal; nevertheless, it has not sustainably improved the living conditions of the population [42] . Medellín (MDE) and Bogotá (BOG) can also be explained from the national context. Colombia has been implementing a housing stratification policy since the 1980s to guide public investment, social programs, and even the cost of public services, education, and taxes [43] . Several authors [44, 45] argue that this produces stereotypes and segregation, restricting the access of certain sectors to enjoy the benefits of public policy because sometimes the stratification method is not a reliable source to determine payment capacity and subsidy policy. In addition, in the long term, the policy has generated a heterogeneous distribution of the offer of services, equipment, and spaces. The segregation as a producer of inequality is exemplified by the Colombian case.
An ongoing urban process can condition the current situation of inequality, like in the case of Santiago de Chile (SCL). Land policies and their influence on the real estate and housing market of social interest are an element of great importance in urban planning, according to Calavita and Mallach [46] . When allocating land in private hands for projects of social interest, cost is transferred to developers and local authorities generate incentive policies to offset these obligations. The particular case of Santiago "shows us virtues and defects of this joint strategy (…) the housing problem is minimal in terms of quantity (but) the problem has been transferred to the housing and city conditions of the homes produced" [47] (p. 3). In addition to the land dilemma, the predominance of the private over land and housing policy has caused "remote and socially segregated location of social housing remained a characteristic note of housing policy" [48] (p. 12). Again, segregation and marginalization have an important effect on the inequality of a city that, in theory, has good urban conditions in a country with the highest HDI in the region.
The following cases present an inverse situation, the inequality is less than the value predicted by the regression equation. In Argentina, Mar del Plata (MDQ) and Paraná (PRA) are examples of how, in situations of fiscal income, abundant poverty is generalized, a situation that combined with the effects of a sustained economic crisis over time have significantly contracted the revenue of the population, reducing inequality but with an increase in poverty [49] . Mar del Plata also shows an effect of tax corruption. According to a study by the National University of Mar del Plata, two things occur simultaneously. First, citizens with higher incomes tend to declare less income to reduce their Medellín (MDE) and Bogotá (BOG) can also be explained from the national context. Colombia has been implementing a housing stratification policy since the 1980s to guide public investment, social programs, and even the cost of public services, education, and taxes [43] . Several authors [44, 45] argue that this produces stereotypes and segregation, restricting the access of certain sectors to enjoy the benefits of public policy because sometimes the stratification method is not a reliable source to determine payment capacity and subsidy policy. In addition, in the long term, the policy has generated a heterogeneous distribution of the offer of services, equipment, and spaces. The segregation as a producer of inequality is exemplified by the Colombian case.
An ongoing urban process can condition the current situation of inequality, like in the case of Santiago de Chile (SCL). Land policies and their influence on the real estate and housing market of social interest are an element of great importance in urban planning, according to Calavita and Mallach [46] . When allocating land in private hands for projects of social interest, cost is transferred to developers and local authorities generate incentive policies to offset these obligations. The particular case of Santiago "shows us virtues and defects of this joint strategy ( . . . ) the housing problem is minimal in terms of quantity (but) the problem has been transferred to the housing and city conditions of the homes produced" [47] (p. 3). In addition to the land dilemma, the predominance of the private over land and housing policy has caused "remote and socially segregated location of social housing remained a characteristic note of housing policy" [48] (p. 12). Again, segregation and marginalization have an important effect on the inequality of a city that, in theory, has good urban conditions in a country with the highest HDI in the region.
The following cases present an inverse situation, the inequality is less than the value predicted by the regression equation. In Argentina, Mar del Plata (MDQ) and Paraná (PRA) are examples of how, in situations of fiscal income, abundant poverty is generalized, a situation that combined with the effects of a sustained economic crisis over time have significantly contracted the revenue of the population, reducing inequality but with an increase in poverty [49] . Mar del Plata also shows an effect of tax corruption. According to a study by the National University of Mar del Plata, two things occur simultaneously. First, citizens with higher incomes tend to declare less income to reduce their taxes and the poorest citizens declare more than they actually receive, as a result of what they call the "shame effect" [50] (p. 8). For this reason, statistics show a much smaller income gap than actually exists.
In the upper extreme, we find that SDQ (Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic) is the city with the most relative error in the prediction. According to Oxfam International [51] , this is due to political reasons. Political and economic power are tightly attached and are monopolized in main cities, especially Santo Domingo. The Dominican government alleges that the high inequality is produced by the adverse effect of continued recession cycles that the island has suffered and had, in turn, deteriorated the purchasing power of the working class [52] . In any case, the urban factor is not determinant.
Although these cases cannot be explained only by urban factors, the general trend of the behavior of the distribution of the Gini coefficient in the sample of Latin American cities follows the patterns established by the regression. This trend allows establishing urban development parameters that have statistically significant effects on inequality, especially in the urban planning dimension. Each divergent case can be explained in a similar manner, but to better understand the adjustment of the model, the following section discusses the influence of each variable in the prediction of GIN, it focuses mainly on the standardized β coefficients shown in Table 7 .
y-Intercept
As it was previously stated, the Gini coefficient takes values ranging from 0.00 to 1.00; nevertheless; these values represent absolute equality or inequality, respectively, both situations that are practically impossible. In the case of this sample, if variables took values of 0, which is equally improbable, the GIN value would be 0.333, which shows relative equality on the distribution similar to the 0.31 mean of the European Union [53] .
Nevertheless, since that is the minimum theoretical value of GIN in the sample, it can be interpreted that the Latin American region displays a higher inequality than more developed regions. According to the World Cities Report [54] , developing regions are the ones that contribute the most to global inequality but in a lowering trend. The interpretation of this coefficient is that per every USD 1000 of GDP per capita in a city, the GIN is augmented by 0.005 units. Basically, it means that the higher the production levels or income of the country, the higher the inequality. The discussion could have many ideological implications that are not subject of this investigation but previous research supports this finding. Since colonial times in Latin America when there was a sudden increase in the income, inequality would rise [55] and this effect was again repeated at different times in Mexico and Brazil [56] . However, the conclusion cannot be as simplistic as saying that lower incomes reduce inequality; on the contrary, prosperity is an important factor while promoting development, but it is important to note that both measures (GDP and Gini) record completely different circumstances. That understanding is illustrated by Sen in his criticism of GDP as a measure of progress, saying that it fails to be comprehensive because it considers that income is theoretically equal among all inhabitants [57] , which is far from true. This coefficient and its p-value have a lower incidence than the rest, which is explained by the variance of the measured population. Even though the national context does have an impact on the behavior of GIN; it is overshadowed by many factors in the context of a city. Out of this, two conclusions were drawn: First, the measurement of per capita GDP in cities instead of countries could give much more information about the actual conditions of the population; and second, the focus of development efforts should shift closer to the local level than big national or multinational endeavors, reinforcing decentralization and governance. Both of these situations could improve the implementation of urban planning in the region. A transformed variable requires a more careful look at the regression coefficients. According to the procedure proposed by Yang [58] , applying the opposite transformation (e x for natural logarithm and 10 x for logarithm base 10, which was the one used in this case) to return the value is incorrect. Specifically, the values taken by the dependent variable must be compared with the ones taken in each change of the logarithmically transformed predictive variable, for which the following formula is used:
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where Y 2 -Y represents the variation of the value of the dependent variable and B is the coefficient of the predictive variable. For the particular case of LOGSUP and its β coefficient, each increase of 1% in the surface of the city will generate a change of 0.0013396 in the Gini coefficient.
A first conclusion arises from the direction of the association and is observed in the sign of the regression coefficient: larger cities show greater inequality. The reasons for this relationship are difficult to observe in isolation, but several hypotheses are drawn if observed in relation to other variables. The Latin American cities with the largest surface area acquired it in an accelerated urbanization process and that additional area does not have adequate infrastructure of services; on the other hand, this new space was usually not part of a planned expansion, another important predictor of inequality.
A study made by Florida [59] also reaches this conclusion when referring to the impact of migration on the growth of cities in their suburbs, using San Francisco and New York City as an example. However, he explains that the reciprocal is not necessarily true, based on the dynamics of Chicago. That is, the increase in the size of the city increases inequality, but the decrease in size, once the inequality has increased, does not reduce it. Glaeser, Resseger, and Tobio [60] offer another explanation; a larger city, particularly a metropolis, offers more space for segregation, which in turn increases inequality. This variable measures the percentage of dwellings in slums, meaning those that do not have the minimum conditions of services and infrastructure required by urban planning. It also shows a proportional relation to the increase in inequality. When interpreting the regression coefficient, it is observed that for every 1% increase in the proportion of housing in slums, the Gini coefficient increases by 0.002. According to Bolívar [61] , a slum is a situation of social and spatial improvisation that suffers from failures of urban structure and services having diverse consequences, among which is the inequality of its inhabitants opposed to those who do enjoy satisfactory conditions.
The strength of the relationship is significant at an intermediate level, and the positive direction of the relationship it is evident. The precarious conditions of urbanism configure obstacles to the development of the potential and reduce agency opportunities [62] . In addition, the conditions of accessibility and violence promote segregation [63] that, as has already been mentioned, influences inequality.
With respect to its combined effect with other variables, although poverty cannot be included in the model due to the inconsistency of its measurement, the correlation it has with slums (Pearson 0.327 significant at the 0.01 level) shows that a high proportion of slums is related to depressed economic conditions.
It is also notable that it presents a negative correlation with the size of the city; for García [64] , informal dwellings have indeed intervened in the growth of cities; however, it involves both surface increases and densification processes; therefore, there is not always a direct size increase. To interpret the coefficient of this variable, an inverse transformation of the result analogous to that made with the variable LOGSUP was made. For this, an increase of 1% in the square meters of public spaces per inhabitant would have an effect of increasing the Gini coefficient by 0.003111. With a practical example, if a city like Medellín (MDE) was to increase the m 2 of public space per inhabitant by 9.88; it would result in a 30% increase of the Gini coefficient unless management controls were executed to avoid this effect.
This variable has a very high statistical significance, so the operation on the public spaces is one of the elements of urban planning that most affect inequality, a fact confirmed by the magnitude of its β coefficient, the second highest of the regression.
The direction of the relationship presents, at first sight, a contradictory situation. Current trends in policymaking promote the development of public spaces to reduce inequality [65, 66] , a position based on the postulates of the right to the city [67] . The reason for this result may be in the characteristics of the public space of the cities studied. For Vega [68] , the trend of urbanization has revolved around housing, and private space, as a stage of life, relegating to the public space only as decoration or landscaping, without providing elements that promote integration and social promotion.
The absolute indicator of the area between inhabitants does not contain information about quality, maintenance, access possibilities, and cost of access to public space; it also fails to include the degree of control exercised by the organized community and citizens in general. All these factors condition public space that has a positive effect on inequality. According to Ramírez [69] , the public space surface by itself does not promote integration, inclusion and democratic relationships, but rather these elements are the product of civic engagement and community action if it does not count on that, the public sense is weakened and generates polarization and fracture of relations between citizens.
Therefore, it is concluded that space alone does not reduce inequality; in fact, a real public space is simply more surface for the city, which has already shown an adverse effect on economic inequality. For the interpretation, these variables will be joined again to consider the three possible situations, namely: there is an urban plan and it is complied with; there is an urban plan but it is not fulfilled; and there is not an urban plan or it is more than 10 years old. The interpretation of the coefficients of the dummy variables is linked to the intercept and the behavior of both. In this case, the variation in the Gini coefficient for the third case in which both dummies have a value of 0, and which corresponds to the nonexistence of the plan is collected by the constant and has a positive relationship concluding that if the development of the city is not planned, inequality tends to increase, as confirmed by the report of UN-Habitat [11] .
In the first case, where the plan exists and is fulfilled, the variable PLA_D1 has a value of 1; if this occurs in a city, its Gini coefficient decreases by 1.280. This is the variable that has the strongest statistical significance in the regression. Planning, along with follow-up and evaluation, is the element of urban development that has the greatest influence on the reduction of inequality. This suggests that if local authorities take into account this phenomenon and promote public policies for the city, it will have an important effect on the quality of life of the citizens. An investigation by the Lincoln Institute for Land Policy summarizes it by saying "the most successful regions are those that create opportunities for the whole community ( . . . ) making them more inclusive, resilient and sustainable, providing public transport options, safe street networks, affordable housing and access to jobs, good schools, health care, healthy food and green spaces" [70] (p. 3).
The last case is when the plan exists, but it has stopped being implemented. In this case, the variable PLA_D2 takes a value of 1, causing the Gini coefficient of the city to decrease by 0.066. It is an important difference with respect to an urban plan that has been completely executed but the effect is still positive, although with a lower statistical significance. This confirms the approach of Fernández Güell [71] on the importance of monitoring policies and evaluation of urban plans, which historically have been left aside but has acquired relevance in the context of strategic city planning.
Comment on Excluded Variables (IDH, LPO, POB, DEN, VIV, VER)
At the beginning of the study, there were 12 variables describing urban development, of which six did not make it into the final model. This does not imply that they have no influence on economic inequality, but that its statistical significance is not relevant because, in some cases, they show collinearity with other variables that were entered. In other cases, it is due to the size of the sample and population differences, and in others because of the redundancy in the measurement. As explained in the description of the method, entering them would fictitiously increase the coefficient of determination, causing overadjustment of the regression on the data for the sample size used. Therefore, one of the selection criteria for variables was the choice of the best variable by block, a method that proved to have greater effectiveness with regard to ∆R 2 than the choice of the most significant in general.
The exclusion of the Human Development Index (HDI) could be explained due to the measurement of the elements that make it up in the entire population of the country, similar to what happens with the GDP. Amartya Sen warns about the simplistic reading of the index to characterize the development when it really has comparative functions [72] . In fact, the little HDI sensitivity to inequality led to the development of an adjusted index whose use, despite being included for some countries by the UNDP in the new human development reports, is not extensive. These criticisms may explain the lack of relationship with the inequality in the regression of this investigation, besides its high correlation both with GDP as with the population below the poverty line (LPO). To avoid violating the assumption of multicollinearity, the model had to choose only one.
The population below the poverty line did not enter for two reasons: first, the aforementioned collinearity with the rest of the variables of the block and in addition to this, the measurement of poverty presents fundamental differences with that of inequality. Ponce [73] explains that there are two faces of the same situation but with different approaches. Poverty measures the lack of wealth and inequality measures its distribution. Its correlation for the sample studied is not significant.
In the next block, the same reasons for multicollinearity and low correlation with the Gini left the variables of population (POB) and density (DEN) out of the model. The significance of the surface alone was considerably greater than the combined effect of both in the density. This could be related to the impact that land policies have on urban planning beyond the demographic value of the block.
It has been previously discussed that the housing deficit (VIV), denominated by the IADB as quantitative deficit, has a lower significance than the functional or qualitative deficit, which although is not measured directly with an indicator, has a greater approach to the categorization of slums, measured by the variable BAR, that did enter the model.
Finally, the green space area per inhabitant (VER) has a very high correlation with the public spaces, which is probably due to the lack of uniformity in the measurement of this variable in the different data sources, given that the legislation on what is quantified or not as green space (national parks, protective zones, territorial green, and private green spaces like golf courses) is not clear, and in some cases it overlaps with the definition of public space.
The application of the hierarchical multiple linear regression method allowed better knowledge about the interactions among multidimensional systems exhibiting large economic differences. First, the correlations between the variables and the inequality were low, being significant only with the population, surface area, and public spaces. Among the variables of urban development, significant correlations were observed, as expected, between variables of the same dimensional block.
After selecting the variables to make the final model and establish the hierarchies, the stepwise procedure allowed us to obtain a regression with a high adjusted coefficient of determination that explains 49.9% of the variation of the Gini coefficient with respect to its mean. The combined effect of the variables on the Gini coefficient is much greater than the individual influence of each, confirming the critical multiplism approach of the study. The first step of the hierarchical model, composed only by the GDP variable, has an effect of increasing the Gini coefficient, although with a low statistical significance. The second step, in which variables that were urban measures at the level of the city were included, had the highest contribution (∆R 2 = 98%).
In detail, planning is a tool for development. The urban planning dimension composed of the two dummy variables has the greatest statistical contribution to the prediction, reducing the Gini coefficient with very high significance. The spatial components also play an important role: the area of public spaces per inhabitant is the variable with the second highest incidence, with an incremental effect of inequality, and high statistical significance. This result was discussed in light of the conditions of integration and social promotion, as well as the maintenance and access conditions of public spaces which the indicator measures. The conditions of urban housing and, particularly, the proportion of housing in informal settlements is also an indication of increasing inequality, although with less statistical significance, due to the precarious conditions of services and security of these dwellings, often associated with poverty. The component with the lowest prediction relevance was the surface of the city, which slightly increases the extent of inequality, a situation that is associated with segregation policies due to the appearance of urban suburbs under an expansive approach, and market distortions in the distribution of land use.
In conclusion, we have shown quantitative evidence about the statistical relationship between the characteristics of urban development and social-economic inequality. For urbanism practice, particularly in terms of planning, this relationship should be considered in order to achieve better results for cities with a high income-distribution range.
Conclusions
A theoretical review showed the historical evolution of development as a concept, which, since its inception, included concerns about the difficulties of inequality, first between regions and countries, especially in what is known as the third world, but then also inside the countries. This concept had a first approach that was purely economic, a dimension that continues to have greater significance, but evolved to include other factors such as social, cultural, and humanistic ones.
A holistic concept of urban development was obtained from the investigation, based on the review of the indicators measured by the main international organizations acting in the region (IADB, CAF, and UN-Habitat). Urban development is described as the process of evolution of the cities that provides acceptable living standards to its inhabitants. These standards, under a critical multiplism approach, are set according to a benchmarking of every dimension: size, adequate housing with services, quality public spaces that ensures mobility and accessibility as well as legally compliant urban plans. The mixture of qualitative and quantitative dimensions is what ensures a comprehensive approach to the issue.
An important element for setting this study was the lack of data and the difficulties of measuring indicators, particularly in the Latin American context in which it was centered. This was due to two reasons: first, the proliferation of different methodologies and sets of indicators according to which different academic or political trends are considered important, given the complexity of the issue; and second, the disorganization, corruption, and lack of capacity or interest in the lifting of statistical data by the national and local authorities over time.
That is why one of the initial activities was the search, comparison, and selection of indicators that allowed the measurement of both inequality as well as urban development, according to the dimensions established previously, but with the condition that they had to be used extensively in Latin American cities, in order to build a database with observations from them in comparable time periods and scales.
The discussed results allowed us to formulate recommendations for urban planning practitioners whose purposes include modifying the conditions of inequality in cities, according to the stakeholders and their degree of participation in urban public policy.
International organizations, such as development banks and specialized agencies, fulfil various roles in the public policy process. They contribute to the capture of information, the investment in research, and provide substantive policy. For this, it is recommended that these organizations continue and expand the work of measurement and publication of indicators, particularly in countries and cities that do not have the resources or knowledge to do so. There are celebrated initiatives such as ICES from the IADB or CAF Mobility Observatory as well as the reports of multiple specialized agencies of the United Nations System. Funding is the main contribution requested by this type of actor; therefore, the administration and distribution of the capital they have must be carried out with special care, it is recommended to promote studies on development, research for improving indexes and the development of plans and projects for the cities. In addition, at the time of the execution, they must ensure, through the information they already have, that not only the economic, but also the social, political, and environmental impacts of those actions are taken into account.
The second level that participates in the process is the national government. However, given the results of the investigation, the first recommendation is to encourage and support decentralization and to strengthen local governments in managing the city. At the time of formulating fiscal and income distribution policies, they should not only rely on macroeconomic indicators, but also pay special attention to monitoring the consequences of these policies in the population and the environment. In addition, transparency tools, such as participatory budgets and open data, should be encouraged to fight corruption. Finally, policies for social housing and empowerment of informal neighborhoods must contemplate all urban development variables and not be "one-size-fits-all" solutions that do not adapt to reality. When implementing those policies, the inclusion of the private sector in partnerships and associations is recommended.
The municipality is the area of government that has the greatest importance in public policies for the city since it acts in the most direct and concrete way. Here is where the value of planning must be claimed, not only for its effect on reducing inequality, but for urban development as a whole. A mixed nondoctrinal approach is recommended where a normative or strategic model is applied pragmatically according to the characteristics and problems of each city and allowing a mixed model when suitable. The recommendation also includes mechanisms of control, evaluation, and monitoring since, as demonstrated in the investigation, the effectiveness of the urban plan is considerably reduced if it is not fully complied with. On the other hand, the municipality is the main regulator of land policies. First, it is recommended to include more sectors in the discussion, to take into account the inequality in access to services and equipment, and, finally, to avoid the indiscriminate expansion of the urban footprint when it is not supported by adequate urban planning elements. In this sense, it is important to evaluate the official decision of the layout of the urban perimeter in advance, because, generally, the land included increases in price without necessarily having the minimum conditions of roads and infrastructure. This generates capital gains that are generally not recovered, and makes the cost of services more expensive, thus contributing to inequality. One of these elements that must be strengthened is the public space, which must be democratized. This requires accessibility, affordability, a broader offer of activities, and strengthening of community action, which should be given responsibility for the administration and maintenance of the space.
The community has the responsibility to fully know their needs and use their strength to bring them to the public agenda. This requires organization since agency is therefore empowered. These organized communities and civil society, in general, must take a leading role in the administration and strengthening of public space; it is the community that is the main user and the one who should appropriate these places as spaces for exchange, recreation, and mutual recognition. The organization must be especially strong in slum areas, where the shortcomings are greater and each investment should be maximized. Participation is the most effective action a citizen can take to improve the conditions of inequality.
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